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Lebanon County, Pennsylvania Postal History 

Postal History has been described in many ways. I view it as a lens through which I’m able to explore 

history… its events, people, places and things. My fascination began with my first purchase of Lebanon 

Postal History, a stampless folded letter (SFL) with Blue Oval (Type I,) from an Apfelbaum auction in the 

1960s, while I was still in high school. The letter was addressed to James Baldwin of Boston, in October 

1822 shown in this article.  It concerned the Lebanon Union Canal and the Lebanon Union Canal Tunnel - 

the oldest tunnel in the United States.  I was hooked!  

 

1792: Construction of The Union Canal Begins.  Its First Engineer, William Weston 

“A canal linking the Susquehanna and Delaware valleys in southeastern Pennsylvania was first proposed by 

Pennsylvania founder, William Penn, in 1690. Nearly a century passed before a route for a canal actually 

was surveyed by David Rittenhouse and William Smith, between 1762 and 1770. It was the first canal ever 

surveyed in the United States. Spurred by the discovery of anthracite coal in the upper Susquehanna Valley, 

two companies were chartered by the Pa. General Assembly to undertake the project.” 

 

From west to east, the route of the canal was to follow the Swatara Creek upstream from Middletown to the 

Quittapahilla Creek, then continue upstream, past Lebanon and Myerstown, to its headwaters. It then 

crossed overland to the Tulpehocken Creek, downstream to Reading on to the Schuylkill River, and down 

river into the Delaware River at Philadelphia. 

 

Construction began in 1792, under the direction of the British canal engineer, William Weston. The first 

shovel of earth was turned by President George Washington. In the first year, several miles of the canal were 

dug and five locks were built between Myerstown and Lebanon, before financial difficulties caused the work 

to cease.”  
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1821: Reorganization and The Engineer, Loammi Baldwin, Jr. 

In 1811 the two canal companies were reorganized and merged into the Union Canal Company of 

Pennsylvania. Construction resumed in 1821 under the direction of a young civil engineer from Boston, 

Loammi Baldwin, Jr. The second engineer of the Union Canal began his duties on September 1821. It would 

be the stormiest relationship in the history of the Union Canal.”1 

 

Under the direction of Baldwin, the design of a 729-ft. tunnel went through solid rock to the ridge, which 

separated the headwaters of the Quittapahilla Creek and Clarks Run…Lebanon’s Union Canal Tunnel.     

 

Reference: 

1 The Two Canals of Lebanon County, ©1966 Dean M. Aungst, Lebanon County Historical Society, pp 29  

 

 

“He also encountered another engineering difficulty, the continual resupply of water at the Summit Level. 

This task that was compounded by leakage and required an elaborate pumping mechanism to keep it 

open.”2 

 

Below: A stampless folded letter to Baldwin from Timothy Hunt in Utica, N.Y. on 

February 28, 1822, inquiring about a position working on the Union Canal.  In his 

reply, Baldwin refers to the Summit Level on March 10, 1822. 

 

Reference: 

2.  Lebanon County, Pennsylvania-A History©1976 Lebanon County Historical Society; pp. 112-122   
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Baldwin dealt with many challenges...both engineering and design disputes with Board members over 

specifications. It also included a personality rub with the Canal Manager, Jacob Weidman. The 

engineering challenges Baldwin could overcome…the personality issues with Weidman, and 

disagreements with the “…expense-sensitive nerves of the Board 3 over the canal design he could not. 

 

Reference: 

3..  Lebanon County, Pennsylvania-A History©1976 Lebanon County Historical Society; pp. 112-122   
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Baldwin was a visionary and engineering genius. He didn’t design for today, he designed for the future. 

Baldwin recognized the original design of the Union Canal was too small to accommodate future capacity 

and advancing canal boat design. “The canal needed to be both wider and deeper…it needed bigger locks. 

Baldwin wanted the canal locks equipped with 12-ft. width to allow boats of 50 tons to pass. The Board 

wanted 8-1/2-ft. locks accommodating boats up to 25 tons.”4 The Board was only interested in profits and 

was afraid to spend money. Weidman micro-managed every daily detail and expenditure. 

 

Baldwin wrote the Board, “…the circumstances under which the engineer is placed, are too confined and 

perplexed for him to perform his duty with facility and dispatch.”5  Baldwin would not compromise his 

standards – he wanted to terminate his services and he submitted, but then withdrew his resignation, but 

the conflicts only increased. 

  

In October 1822, Loammi’s brother, George, arrived in Lebanon to assess the situation for the family. In a 

stampless folded letter from George to Loammi’s older brother James, dated October 22, 1822, George 

states the following:  
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Reference: 

4.  The Two Canals of Lebanon County, ©1966 Dean M. Aungst, Lebanon County Historical Society  

5.  Lebanon County, Pennsylvania-A History©1976 Lebanon County Historical Society; pps 112-122   

 

The Union Canal Board and Baldwin’s Removal  

Baldwin was insulted further when the Board appointed outside consultants to review his design for the 

Eastern Division. He felt this “...was injurious to his personal and professional feelings, in as much as it 

evinced a want of confidence in his talents.” The Board’s response was that “they needed guidance on the 

matter of choosing an Eastern route.” Finally, when the Board sent Baldwin a list of items which they 

wanted to have finished next, Baldwin fired back “he was already doing his duties he couldn’t accomplish 

anything at once.” At this, the Board voted to replace Baldwin, after only being on the job about a year. 

Baldwin informed them he would forgo the two months left on his contract.6 

 
The canal finally was completed in 1828 under the direction of Canvass White, the preeminent canal 

engineer of the day. 
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It should be noted here that from 1841 to 1858, under the direction of William Lehman, Chief Engineer of 

the Union Canal, the Canal was widened pretty much following Baldwin’s original plans and William 

Worrall, the engineer who completed the enlargement of the Union Canal in the late-1850s, stated that 

had the Board followed Baldwin’s suggestions, “…there never would have been trouble on the subject of 

water. The company would have saved millions of dollars and a third of a century in continuous anxiety.”7  

 
Ironically, the Union Canal may not have gone bankrupt and out-of-business as soon as they did, had they 

followed Baldwin’s direction from the beginning. The Union Canal failed because they were unable to 

compete against the Railroads carrying coal and timber, it was just too small. The canal “…was failing as 

early as 1837.”8   

 

Reference: 

6.  Lebanon County, Pennsylvania-A History©1976 Lebanon County Historical Society; pps 112-122 

7.  Ibid., 6 

8.  Ibid. 7.  

 

Canal manager, Jacob B. Weidman expressed his feelings about Baldwin’s removal and the entry of the 

Canal’s third Engineer in this stampless folded letter of February 28th, 1823, mailed March 1st to Board 

member Charles Graff.  Weidman’s sarcasm is still evident even month’s after Baldwin’s departure. 
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Baldwin’s Vindication 

However, Baldwin never missed a beat. Baldwin had only signed a one year contract with the Union Canal 

Board and he probably determined things could not continue. So correspondence commenced with a 

group interested in a two-mile canal project on the Ohio River bypassing the Falls of the Ohio near 

Hardinsburg, KY. 
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Baldwin obtained the engineering contract for the “Louisville and Portland Canal” which had a problem 

much like he had in Lebanon’s Union Canal…digging a canal thru solid rock. The “Louisville and Portland 

Canal” was chartered in 1825, with Baldwin as the Chief Engineer. Baldwin didn’t have problems with the 

Board in Kentucky; they listened to him and what Baldwin designed is still in use today, 198 years later, 9 

as are engineering projects he designed in Boston and elsewhere!   

 

Reference: 

9.  https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Louisville_and_Portland_Canal last accessed 2/28/2023 

 

“There Was a Telegrapher in Myerstown” 

By Hal Klein 

 

Miss Carrie (Catherine) Deppen. 

The Civil War produced many fascinating stories. One of them is the story of about Carrie Deppen, the 

teenage daughter of Associate Judge, and the telegrapher of the Myerstown Railroad Station of the 

Lebanon Valley Railroad, Gabriel Deppen. Carrie was a railroad telegrapher working in Myerstown, Pa., 

learning her craft on the Lebanon Valley Railroad line, which later became part of the Reading Railroad.    

https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Louisville_and_Portland_Canal%20last%20accessed%202/28/2023
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As Union troop trains passed thru the various railroad stops on their way east or west, Lebanon County 

locals gathered on railroad platforms to cheer the soldiers on as they traveled to and from the 

battlefields. When the trains stopped, many troops tossed their carte-de-vistes (visiting cards) to 

gathering young ladies, with a note on the reverse, requesting they write letters to them in the field. 

 

Carrie picked-up cards and corresponded with many Union soldiers.  She never met her correspondents, 

but some fell deeply in love with her from her letters. Her relative, Richard Lord, found the 

correspondence from one soldier after she died and wrote a book around his letters to her entitled, 

“Dearest Carrie...”.  

 

Here are three Deppen covers. The first cover is from one of her brothers and demonstrates a scarce 

34mm ‘LEBANON VALLEY / R.R., OCT 23 (1862)’ cancel tying a Sc#65 Rose. Based on the handwriting, 

the second one was also from her brother. This demonstrates a 26mm ‘SHAEFFERSTOWN/PA, MAY 15 

(1865-70)’. The third is a ‘P. & R.  R.R. CO. / PALMYRA. APL 18 67’ (Philadelphia & Reading R.R. Co.) strike 

on a Philadelphia, Reading & Pottsville Telegraph Stampless cover.     
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 SHAEFFERSTOWN, PA MAY 15 (1865-1870) 

TO MYERSTOWN, PA.   
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Insert DEPPEN PAGE 3
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One of the soldier’s Carrie corresponded with was George W. Ladd, a young New Hampshire soldier. “The 

2nd New Hampshire headed by train in late 1861 to Virginia, a few months after organization, Ladd among 

them. During a stop in Myerstown, Pa., he noticed an attractive girl in the crowd. He quickly jotted his name 

and regimental designation on a card, and threw it out the window towards the woman, Carrie Deppen. She 

picked it up just a few moments before the iron wheels resumed to roll towards Washington. The connection 

was made, she began a vigilant correspondence with Ladd that would last until just prior to the fateful day 

on a Virginia battlefield. They would never be physically closer than the moment.  

 

On Aug. 29, 1862, Ladd sustained a severe wound during the frenzied fight at Second Manassas. Bleeding 

profusely from a mangled leg, Ladd was carried from the field to a surgeon’s tent, where the useless leg was 

removed. Sent to convalesce in a Washington, D.C. hospital, he lingered there for several weeks, until 

succumbing to the effects of the amputation on Sept. 25th. Pvt. Ladd died at the tender age of 22. 

 

For 10 months, Ladd wrote Deppen constantly, and with increasing passion. A lover and a fighter in every 

sense, Ladd described the 2nd’s brutal engagements in Virginia – at First Manassas, Williamsburg and Fair 

Oaks – alternating his battle narratives with wistful, and occasionally scandalous romance. A series of 

letters even suggest the two lovers debated sneaking Deppen into the Army, disguised as a man, so that they 

could be together. “I have read a number of times about girls having enlisted in regts. [Two] were found in 

Gen. Pope’s army a short time since, who had enlisted with their lovers, but I shouldn’t advise anyone to do 
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that. Rather romantic, is it not?” he wrote. Ladd ended his last known letter to Deppen with, “Much love to 

you and sweet kisses. Dream of me, love.” 

 

After Ladd’s death, his mother, Susan Abbott, stayed in contact with Deppen, lamenting the loss of her son, 

yet heartened by the effect the young woman had on him. “Ladd may have died young, but at least he knew 

love.”10 

Reference: 

10.  https://www.militaryimagesmagazine-digital.com/2015/09/05/love-found-and-lost-autumn-2015/ 

. 

 

A Postal History Gem in the Rough 

By Hal Klein 

 

 

When I spotted this on e-bay I took a double take…actually a triple take. I wasn’t quite sure exactly what 

this was other than a first-class mess. This image kept gnawing at me--and this was actually image two. 

Perhaps, I should show you the outside, the first image showing (the actual inside). This is how the 

document was displayed and being sold. It wasn’t being sold as a cover…it was being sold…listed, 

displayed and sold as document, not a cover. So, this is the “…postal history gem in the rough.”     

 

https://www.militaryimagesmagazine-digital.com/2015/09/05/love-found-and-lost-autumn-2015/
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It took me five weeks before I even made an offer on the item. If fact, I didn’t bid on it – no one did. It was 

priced too high as a document and a cover. The owner, a local document dealer, knew nothing about 

postal history. Long story short: after a month of back-n-forth calls, we reached a deal; I purchased the 

cover at a reasonable price. 

 

Cover collectors are all probably groaning about now, because of the look of the cover side…but 

wait…here’s the rest of the story. First, I performed over 20 hours of cleaning and restoration work on 

the cover using an Absorere™ Dirt Eraser, a soft Art Gum Eraser, and a few small pieces of strategically 

placed Lineco® Document Repair Tape. Here are the “before” and “after” images. 
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Before                         After 

  

                

The importance of the printed document is the history of the Pennsylvania State Militia and eventual 

establishment of the Pennsylvania National Guard. After the founding of the thirteen colonies, they 

needed state militias to protect their citizens against hostile Indian tribes and rival colonial powers.  

 

“What most people do not realize is that they formed two militia systems within the colonies…one 

compulsory and one voluntary. Few appreciate that the compulsory militia systems had declined to do not 

much more than “…registering men eligible for military service. The volunteers had come to more closely 

resemble a men's social club than a bona fide military organization.” As the story goes, the volunteers, which 

had gradually become the official militia of most states was “…in serious decline by the Civil War.”  

 

Congress enacted the Militia Act of 1792. Pennsylvania complied, but the citizens of the Commonwealth 

considered it unnecessary and impractical. The history of Pennsylvania's compulsory militia between 1792 

and 1858 was one characterized by state neglect with halfhearted attempts to make the system function. As 

early as 1802, enrollees were failing to appear for training. By 1861, for those who bothered to attend the 

annual training days, it became little more than family outings, "a semi-annual dose of war, gingerbread 

and root beer.”   

 

Gathering near taverns in the Pennsylvania countryside, militiamen, dressed in everyday clothes, armed with 

an assortment of "broomsticks, canes, and a shotgun or two," would go through the mockery of an 

inspection. While this was in progress, the women prepared the food for a picnic, and children ran around. 

“Occasionally, a resplendently-dressed commander, wearing the only uniform on the field, contributed to the 
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humor of the scene by appearing on a spirited charger and assuming the air of a great field marshal at the 

head of a magnificent army.”11 

 

Reference: 

11.  THE DECLINE OF THE PENNSYLVANIA MILITIA 1815-70, ©April 1974 WPH, Joseph J. Holmespp 

 

Theoretically, a man liable for service either participated in annual drills and musters or paid a fine for 

failure to do so. Increasingly in the 1830s and 1840s, citizens came to consider this choice a form of 

discrimination against the poor and waged spirited, though unsuccessful, campaigns against it. 

 

Although it had long since ceased to operate effectively, the official end to Pennsylvania's compulsory militia 

did not come until April 28, 1858. At that time, the state legislature enacted a law declaring that all 

subsequent references to the militia would refer only to volunteers and the compulsory militia would exist 

only on paper. Counties were to continue compiling lists of names (for the “compulsory militia”), and the 

purpose of these lists was to provide a count of available manpower and to facilitate the collection to be paid 

by any man whose name appeared on the compulsory militia list and who was not a member of a volunteer 

militia unit.  

 

There were many factors contributing to the demise of the compulsory militia. The most effective were the 

“provisions of the federal Militia Act of 1792 which prescribed "universal" military training and required 

each man to furnish his own arms and equipment. Citizens looked upon these provisions as highly 

discriminatory, and hardened in their resistance to them.” 12 

 

Reference 

12.  THE DECLINE OF THE PENNSYLVANIA MILITIA 1815-70, ©April 1974 WPH, Joseph J. Holmespp 
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Finally, note the large 3 indicating the three cent rate on the face of the stampless folded letter. This is the 

Circular Rate that fell under the Act of March 3, 1847. The Act states, “Circulars not exceeding 1 sheet, 3 

cents each, prepaid, effective March 1847”. It is notable that this SFL was NOT PREPAID! If it were prepaid, 

the SFL would have been stamped “PAID”.  
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When you look at this stampless folded letter…at the contents…at the rate…at the removal of the 

dirt…you understand why I say this is a postal history gem in the rough. 

 

The Lebanon Stamp Collectors Club will meet on Tuesday, March 21, at 6:30 p.m. in 

the Community Room of the Lebanon Community Library, 125 N 7th St., in historic 

downtown Lebanon. Dick Colberg will present a program about his adventures in 

appraising a collection of Russian Locals during the pandemic: 

 

"In 2021, at the height of the COVID-19 pandemic, I was asked by a Florida estate to appraise a 10-volume 

collection of Russian locals. To be honest I had never seen one!  But, because of the COVID restrictions, 

the I.R.S. relaxed its rules requiring appraisers to actually see the material being appraised. Appraisals 

from photographs were being allowed as long as the report stated that the material had not actually been 

seen by the appraiser. The estate E-mailed me the photos of the entire collection, almost 400 of them. I 

contacted the president of ROSSICA, the Russia stamp collectors society, and got wonderful help; from 

what catalogues to use and what were the best auction sources. I will share these photos with you all and 

speak to what I now know during the March 21st meeting." 
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The February meeting of the Lebanon Stamp Collectors Club 

 

Remember all the talk about the Lebanon Stamp Collectors Club meetings being a low-technology affair? 

Well, forget about that! In February, Dick Colberg delivered his Condom Postal History presentation to 

LSCC members Don Smith and Scott Ney on the big screen at the Lebanon Community Library. 

We noticed the big screen on the wall during our January meeting, and upon inquiry with Ms. Hawk, the 

librarian, she graciously permitted us the use of the monitor for our meetings, also taking the time to 

provide us with instructions for use. Going forward, we no longer need to have pass-around 

presentations exclusively; we can also bring in our computers to share electronic presentations like we 

have been at the PSLC and with other clubs that we are members. 
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We’ll not go into the particulars of Dick’s presentation, because you have an opportunity to see it again at 

the in-person meeting of the Philatelic Society of Lancaster County on Wednesday, March 8. 

Afterwards, the PSLC will also have the presentation available under the resources tab of their website 

(and there will probably be a recording of it placed on their YouTube channel as well). 

Unfortunately, illness and family obligations prevented other members from attending in February, and 

we missed their company. But hopefully more of us will be able to meet together at our next meeting on 

March 21. 

2023 Calendar of Events 

 
2023 Lebanon Stamp Collectors Club Meetings 

 

Date Presenter 

March 21, 2023 Dick Colberg: Russian Locals  

April 18, 2023  

May 16, 2023 Scott English, APS President 

June 20, 2023  

July 18, 2023 Summertime Show and Tell – Part I 

August 15, 2023 Summertime Show and Tell – Part II 

September 19, 2023  

October 17, 2023  

November 21, 2023 Scott Ney – The peak of post-Great War Hyperinflation in 

Germany and Eastern Europe 

December 19, 2023 Annual dinner, location TBD 

 

If you would like to sign up to present on one of the open dates, please contact Scott Ney at 
stnst2@aol.com.  
 

mailto:stnst2@aol.com
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LSCC Treasury Notice 

 

At the February meeting our treasurer, Don Smith, reported that he has custody of $118 to use for rental of the 

Community Room where we meet in the Library. Our cost to rent the room is still $15 per month, so we have 

almost enough funds on hand to last us through our October meeting.  

 

The PSLC Events Calendar is located at the following link: 

 

Philatelic Society of Lancaster County – Award-winning, non-profit community organization dedicated to 

promoting stamp and postal history collecting as a hobby for education and fun. (lcps-stamps.org) 

 

The Lebanon Stamp Collectors Club thanks the PSLC for hosting our affiliate page, which is accessible 

by clicking the following link: 

 

The Lebanon Stamp Collectors Club – Philatelic Society of Lancaster County (lcps-stamps.org) 

 

 
 

https://lcps-stamps.org/
https://lcps-stamps.org/
https://lcps-stamps.org/newsletter-archive/lebanon-stamp-collectors-club/

